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1 Introduction
As early as 1987, Bernstein has argued that dedicated database systems for software engineering, specialised with respect to functionality as well as implementation, are necessary [7]. He argued that the functionality and eciency of existing
systems (in particular, relational systems) does not adequately support the construction of software engineering tools and environments. Many researchers have
picked up on this and a number of systems, some of which di er radically from
standard relational technology, have been described in the literature. Some of
these are now available as commercial products.
In this paper we argue that, despite the substantial number of proposed new
database systems, a suitable database system for software development environments and especially process-centred environments does not yet exist. We do so
by revising and re ning some of Bernstein's requirements based on our own experiences in building such environments and tools. The second part of the paper
brie y reviews a number of available database systems and shows that they still
lack important features required by software engineering tools and environments
built on top of them.

2 Database Requirements of Process-centred
Environments
A Process-centred Software Development Environment (PSDE) consists of a
process engine that coordinates the work of developers involved in a project,
a set of integrated, syntax-directed tools that allow developers to conveniently
manipulate and analyse documents and to maintain consistency between related
documents of di erent types, and an underlying database which is capable of
storing and manipulating process information and documents.
The process engine executes a formal description of a software development
process in order to coordinate the work of developers involved in a project.
It thus determines for each developer his or her personal agenda. The agenda
indicates on which documents he or she may perform which particular actions.
As usually a number of developers work in parallel the process engine must also

manage the e ects of the parallel work on each developer's agenda, i.e. it must
possibly update one developer's agenda because of another developer's action.
In addition, presentation and update of an agenda may happen in a distributed
fashion.
The invocation of the tools that enable a developer to perform the actions
contained in an agenda is controlled by the process engine via the agenda. The
tools are used for example to edit, analyse, and transform documents. They
should support the developers in producing syntactically correct documents and
maintain interdocument consistency. They of course must also access documents
in a distributed fashion.
Obviously all documents must be stored persistently. (The formal software
process description plus the derived current state of a project is also considered as
a document in itself which is accessed by the process engine.) Incremental update
of all these documents is necessary to make the environment operate as safely as
possible, i.e. to minimise work loss and to guarantee intra- and interdocument
consistency in case of hardware or software failure, or when a single developer's
session or even the whole project is suspended for some other reason. In addition,
this incremental update must be fast to guarantee appropriate user response time
of the environment.
The need for fast incremental update, the need for exible access to shared
documents (i.e. shared access is made possible by accessing di erent parts of a
document) and the need for maintenance of intra- and interdocument consistency
all require that documents are stored in some very ne-grained format. The most
common representations used today are attributed directed graphs ("abstract
syntax graphs") which have been proven to be particularly suitable for all kinds
of syntax-directed tools [17], [8], [11], [18] and even the process engine itself [15].
Representing all documents together with their interdocument dependencies
in a graph-like fashion results in a project-wide syntax-graph, in which documents are syntactically isolated subgraphs. The overall structure of such a graph
has to be de ned in terms of the data de nition language of the database system
and it must be established and controlled by the database's conceptual scheme.
This implies that the data de nition language is appropriate to cope with the
complexity inherent in project-wide syntax-graphs. To manage this complexity the distinction of objects and types, encapsulation of objects' attributes by
operations and information-hiding as well as inheritance to express generalisation/specialisation should be applicable to the data de nition. Therefore, a
powerful type mechanism including object constructors for expressing di erent
types of aggregation and method de nitions to achieve encapsulation must be
provided.
As the overall process and all corresponding documents cannot necessarily be
determined in advance, schema updates must still be possible without corrupting
previously developed (parts of) documents.
In addition the database system must provide a query language enabling
ad-hoc query facilities. The process engine, for example, frequently accesses the
database to retrieve information about the current project state, i.e. the di erent
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documents' states. The nature of such queries cannot usually be determined fully
in advance.
Views to support tool-oriented restriction of the project-wide conceptual
schema are a further requirement.
Multi-user support by process-centred environments requires a sophisticated
version concept for subgraphs which correspond to documents in order to enable
the implementation of sophisticated check-in/check-out mechanisms. Supporting
multiple software developers requires not only access control on the level of
types like expressed by the conceptual schema but it must also be applicable
to instantiated objects, i.e. objects of the same type may be granted di erent
access rights. Those access rights serve as a basis for implementing exible and
programmable transaction schemes to support cooperating software developers
as proposed by [6] or by [16].
Finally, a normal project size (let's say up to 20 developers) allows the
database to run in a client-server mode. A substantial project size (let's say
more than 20 developers) may require the database to be distributed across
several servers.

3 Why Existing Systems Fail
It has already been argued a lot that relational technology already falls short
in supporting an ecient manipulation of such ne-grained information as a
project-wide syntax-graph. This has also been observed in other areas like CAD
(cf. [14]). In addition, even the more sophisticated data modeling languages like
Entity-Relationship based languages do not provide the powerful type system
necessary. Finally, access control on the level of single tuples in a relation (which
would be needed) as well as view de nitions and versioning is either inadequately
or not at all supported by relational systems.
So-called structurally object-oriented systems like PCTE/OMS [12], CAISA [2], Damokles [10], PGraphite [19] and GRAS [13] su er from what we call
the granularity problem. Their implementations assume objects to be of a certain level of granularity. Either objects are supported which have the size of
complete documents and then correspond essentially to les or objects which
have the size of basically a string together with some attributes, are the basis
for the implementation. Whichever assumption is made, the systems fail to provide ecient manipulation of objects of other sizes.
None of these systems allows the de nition of appropriate views.
In addition, these systems include either none or only prede ned transaction
schemes (and corresponding lock modes). They thus do not allow programming
or adjustment of a transaction scheme to a particular project structure.
Finally, none of these systems except PCTE/OMS provides a mean for distribution of databases, nor do they allow distributed access to data stored on a
server.
3

4 The Way Ahead
So-called fully object-oriented database systems [4] like Gemstone [9], Ontos [3]
and O2 [5] seem to be the most promising as environment platforms. By de nition, the object constructors required to de ne the aggregations that occur in
syntax-graph de nitions such as tuples, sets, multi-sets and lists are provided by
these systems. They also allow encapsulation and information-hiding. The inheritance mechanism supports late-binding, overloading and overriding of methods.
As these databases are fairly general, their designers cannot assume any particular degree of granularity for the objects they manage. Thus, the granularity
problem does not exist in these systems.
The way views are proposed in [1] for fully object-oriented databases is appropriate for presenting to a tool exactly those parts of a project-wide syntax-graph
which the tool requires.
Some systems already provide di erent lock modes and thus enable de nition of
di erent transaction schemes. They all o er a client/server model to access the
database in a distributed fashion.
These systems do still lack the more sophisticated transaction management
and versioning needed by PSDEs. Nevertheless, their available functionality is an
excellent basis to start from. In pursuit of this approach, an ESPRIT III project
called GoodStep (General Object-Oriented Database for SofTware Engineering
Processes) is currently under way to build an environment platform on top of
O2 .
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